Star WarsTM Customizable Card GameTM

Star Wars™ Customizable Card Game™ RULEBOOK
Version 2.0 — November 1998
We all loved Star Wars when we saw it on the big screen. Now the adventure moves from a
galaxy far, far away into your own home.
This rulebook is designed to teach you the basic procedures for playing the Star Wars
Customizable Card Game. The companion Glossary Version 2.0 is comprehensive, and contains all
Star Wars Customizable Card Game rules and rulings as of November 1998. (It’s not necessary to
read the Glossary cover to cover, since it’s designed to be a learn-as-you-go tool.) We
recommend that you discard all rules documents (booklets, supplements, FAQs, Current Rulings
etc.) dated prior to November 1998.
These rules will tell you how to play, but many people enjoy learning how to play from other
players.
What is a Customizable Card Game? — Customizable card game is Decipher’s
trademark for what the card game industry generally calls a “collectible card game” (or
occasionally a “trading card game”). Most collectible card games are typically sold in
randomized packages of common, uncommon and rare cards, not unlike baseball cards. To play a
game, you build a deck from your collection of cards, then challenge an opponent who built a
different deck from their collection. There’s usually a wide variety of different cards to collect
and trade, and thus many different deck types and game strategies.
The cards in the Star Wars Customizable Card Game represent every imaginable element
from Star Wars, The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi: characters, creatures, starships,
weather conditions, using the Force, weapons, planets, Death Stars, locations, capturing, battles,
bounty hunting, Jedi training, vehicles — you name it! Relive your favorite moments from the
entire trilogy, or create your own unique stories in the Star Wars universe.
Every card is canonical and officially approved by Lucasfilm Ltd. Many present little-known
facts introduced here for the first time. This exceptional level of authenticity, combined with the
finest quality images in the industry, makes these cards highly collectible as well as playable.
The Star Wars Customizable Card Game consists of hundreds of different cards that you can
collect and trade. Since your skill in customizing your game deck has an impact on your chances
of winning, part of the fun is discovering what cards are available and trading with your friends
to get the cards you want!
Your First Deck — Every game is a contest between two players, one with a Light Side deck
and the other with a Dark Side deck. (Light Side cards have the Rebel symbol on the back; Dark
Side cards, the Imperial symbol.) Each game deck must contain exactly 60 cards, all from one
side of the Force.
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If you’re new to the game, the 60 cards that came with this rulebook will be your first
game deck. Later on, as you collect and trade for additional cards, you will be able to experiment
with different decks by exchanging some cards for other ones to try different strategies, and
even learn to build your own personalized game decks from scratch.
Your game deck will contain characters and starships, plus plenty of locations where those
characters and starships can move around and battle. In addition, most decks include a mixture
of other card types to help their characters and starships in their adventures. (See the icon guide
inside the front cover for a list of all the card types.) The various card types all work together to
create a richly detailed game that re-creates many different aspects of the Star Wars universe.
Locations cards lay out on the table as you play, creating a kind of gameboard that’s new
and different every time. Characters, vehicles and starships are your primary gamepieces and
may move from location to location. Weapons, devices and effects give your characters, vehicles
and starships additional capabilities. And interrupts play at various times to provide a wide
variety of plot twists, typically introducing changes to the gameplay and then being discarded.
How to Win — The game is all about “using the Force.” Doing so wisely will be crucial to your
success. Your 60-card game deck represents the amount of Force available to you during the
game. The elegant design of the game uses the cards themselves as a natural scorekeeper; no
tokens or counters are necessary. The basic unit of measurement in the game is 1 Force (1 unit
of Force = 1 card).
Deplete your opponent’s Life Force and you win the game. Of course, there’s a lot more
strategy, but with minimal effort, you’ll master the basics faster than a Jedi Knight!
Beginning the Game — To begin the game, each player chooses one location card from
their game deck and places it face down on the table. Both players reveal these starting
locations at the same time. If both players choose starting locations with the same card title, set
them aside temporarily and choose again. Once two different starting locations have been
selected, place them both face up on the table; orient the cards so that the sides with the blue
lightsaber icons face the Light Side player and the sides with the red lightsaber icons face the
Dark Side player. (If any locations were set aside because of choosing duplicates, add them back
into the respective game decks.)
There are two basic kinds of locations: system and site. (A third kind, sector, is described in
the Glossary.) Each system location in the game represents a planet somewhere in the Star Wars
galaxy where starships may deploy, battle and move.
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Each site location represents a different area on a planet (or within a mobile facility such as
Cloud City) where characters and vehicles may deploy, battle and move.

If both players’ starting locations are related (part of the same planet), place them next to
each other on the table. Otherwise, leave a little space between them. As the game progresses,
each planet’s location cards will be grouped together and will remain separated from those of
other planets.
Some sites are ‘generic,’ meaning that they represent environments found on a variety of
different planets. These sites may be identified by a single diamond ◊ in their card title (e.g.,
◊Swamp). Generic sites may not be used as starting locations.
After starting locations are placed on the table, shuffle your remaining cards and place
them face down in front of you. These cards now form your Reserve Deck, which is one of the
three components of your Life Force.
Your Life Force — Your Life Force is like a flow of energy; how well you manage it is a key
strategic factor. If your Life Force is totally depleted, you lose the game!
Reserve Deck — Throughout the game, cards will flow from your Reserve Deck to your Force
Pile to your Used Pile and back again to the bottom of your Reserve Deck.
Force Pile — Your Force Pile represents the amount of Force that is available for you to use
to perform various actions. Cards flow from your Force Pile and then to your hand or your Used
Pile. You may accumulate Force in your Force Pile over multiple turns.
Used Pile — Bringing cards into play and performing actions often requires you to “use the
Force.” To use Force, move cards from your Force Pile, one at a time and face down, to your
Used Pile to represent the required expenditure. At the end of every turn, both players recirculate
their Used Piles by placing them back under their Reserve Decks; thus, unlike the Force Pile, the
Used Pile does not accumulate cards from turn to turn.
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Cards on table, in your Lost Pile or in your hand are not part of your Life Force.

Your Lost Pile — This is a pile where lost cards are placed face up. Frequently, you are
required to forfeit (lose) cards from table at the location of a battle; at other times you will be
instructed to “lose Force.” Whenever you are required to lose Force, you must discard cards face
up to your Lost Pile, one at a time. You may choose cards to be lost from your hand or from the
top of your Reserve Deck, Force Pile or Used Pile. Cards in your Lost Pile are generally not
available for the rest of the game, but you can use certain cards to retrieve some of them.
Your Hand — Each player draws 8 cards from the top of their Reserve Deck to make a
starting hand. During the game, you will be able to draw additional cards into your hand from
your Force Pile. There is no limit to the number of cards you may hold in your hand throughout
the game.
Playing the Game — The Dark Side player takes the first turn of the game. Each turn
consists of six phases: Activate, Control, Deploy, Battle, Move and Draw. (Doing things in each of
these phases is optional.) The Dark Side player completes all six of these phases and ends that
turn. The Light Side player then takes a turn, proceeding through the same six phases. Players
alternate taking turns this way until one player wins the game.
Keep in mind that rules are made to be broken! Accordingly, cards frequently override
rules, and specific rules always override more general rules.
1. Activate Phase —
Most locations ‘generate’ Force for the Light Side or Dark Side player (or both), as indicated
by the Force icons on the location card. Count your Force icons on all locations on table (Blue
lightsabers for the Light Side; red lightsabers for the Dark Side). Add 1 to represent your
personal Force (the Force you generate yourself). The total represents the amount of Force you
may activate this turn (move cards one at a time and face down from the top of your Reserve
Deck to the top of your Force Pile). Do not look at the cards or put them into your hand. You do
not have to activate all of the Force you are entitled to, although most of the time you will
want to.
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2. Control Phase —
Conceptually, if the Dark Side dominates a portion of a planet or an area of space, the Light
Side’s Force at that location is diminished, and vice versa. Accordingly, you can cause your
opponent to lose Force if your characters and starships control one or more locations during your
control phase. All of your characters (except droids) have a certain level of ability to manipulate
the Force, as indicated on each card. If you have total ability of 1 or more (from characters or
other cards) at a location and your opponent does not, then you control that location.
Look at all of the locations on table to see how many of them you control. At each of those
locations, you may choose to initiate a Force drain for an amount equal to the opponent’s Force
icons at that location. Announce your Force drains one at a time; complete each one before
initiating the next.
Each time you Force drain, your opponent must lose one card for each Force that you
drained. Your opponent may choose whether to lose those cards from hand and/or Life Force,
and must place the lost cards face up on the Lost Pile.
Some cards provide a bonus to be added to a Force drain (for example, “Force drain +1
here”). Add this bonus to the total Force lost by your opponent.
Force icons are a double-edged sword. The more Force icons on your side of a location, the
more Life Force you can activate at the start of each of your turns (see 1 activate phase). But if
your opponent gains control of that location, you lose more Force there whenever your opponent
initiates a Force drain.
Control of a location may occur at any time, not just during the control phase.
3. Deploy Phase —
Your characters, vehicles, starships etc. ‘deploy’ (enter play) during your deploy phase. To
deploy a card, take it from your hand and place it face up at an appropriate place on table. You
may deploy as many cards as you like, as long as you have enough Force in your Force Pile to
cover their deploy costs (described below).
Deploying locations — Locations have no deploy cost. You may place any number of
locations on table from your hand during your deploy phase.
Sites are deployed in a manner which emulates natural planet topographies while allowing
the players to actually create the layout of the planet as they play. In general, the sites for a
planet are placed in a pattern where interior and exterior sites are separated from each other by
a docking bay. After several turns of deployment, a typical planet layout might appear as follows.

I

I
Interior Sites
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A system location is placed on one end the row of related site locations if such sites are already
on table (otherwise, the system card is placed alone). The system location is related to all sites in
the same system (for example, the Tatooine system is related to all Tatooine sites).
As long as you maintain this pattern, when a new site is deployed to an existing system, it
may be inserted between (or placed at the end of) the related sites. For example, in the diagram
above, there are four places where you could deploy a new exterior site (inserted anywhere
between the docking bay and the system location). Once deployed, locations may not be
rearranged.
There are Dark Side and Light Side versions of many locations. (The game text and Force
icons may vary.) You may convert your opponent’s version of a location on table by deploying your
own version on top of it. A location may change back and forth (Light to Dark, Dark to Light)
more than once during a game if you have more than one copy of that location card in your
deck.
When two sites that belong to the same planet are physically next to each other on table,
they are defined as adjacent to each other. During movement, characters and vehicles may move
from one site to an adjacent site like a sequence of connected spaces on a game board.
(Although system cards are placed physically next to sites, system locations are not considered
adjacent to any other location cards for game purposes.)
Generic sites — Sites with a single diamond ◊ symbol in their card title represent
environments found on a variety of different planets. They may be deployed as part of any planet
(except those excluded by their game text) that is already represented on table by a system card
or a non-generic site. Each generic site becomes part of, and related to, the system where it is
deployed.
Some generic sites have the word ‘spaceport’ in their title (e.g., ◊Spaceport Docking Bay).
Whenever you deploy a generic spaceport site to a planet, you must place it adjacent to another
of that planet’s generic spaceport sites (if any).
Deploying characters, vehicles and starships — Characters, vehicles and
starships list their deploy cost in a small white box on the card (see card at right). This is the
amount of Force you must use to deploy the card.
You can deploy characters, vehicles and starships where you have Force icons on your
side of a location, or where you already have presence — total ability of 1 or more at a
location. (A character whose lore indicates they are a spy may deploy regardless of
presence and Force icons.)
Characters may deploy to sites, or aboard vehicles and starships.
Vehicles may deploy to exterior sites, or aboard starships.
Starships may deploy to a variety of different places depending on the kind of starship
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(starfighter or capital starship). For your first few games, deploy your starfighters to docking bays
(landed) and deploy your capital starships to system locations. (Then see starships —
deployment in the Glossary for more details on where starships may deploy.)
Deploying weapons and devices — You may deploy weapons and devices on your
characters, vehicles and starships (regardless of presence or Force icons). Weapons and
devices deploy for free unless they list a deploy cost in their game text. You may not deploy
weapons or devices on your opponent’s characters, vehicles and starships (unless
specifically allowed to do so by the card itself).
You may deploy as many weapons and devices as you like on your character, vehicle or
starship. However, each character, vehicle or starfighter may fire only one weapon and may
use only one device per turn. (Capital starships may use any number of weapons and
devices per turn.)
Deploying effects — Effects (as well as Epic events and Jedi tests) deploy according
to their game text. You do not need presence or Force icons. An effect may have a deploy
cost in its game text (for example, “Use 1 Force to deploy…”). If it does not, the effect
deploys for free. You deploy most effects during your deploy phase (although one kind of
effect, the immediate effect, specifies that it deploys at other times).
Effects modify other cards and game conditions while they are on table. They remain
on table for the rest of the game, unless canceled. If an effect is canceled, any cards or
conditions the effect was modifying revert to their previous status.
Deploying cards with dots (•) — If a card’s title starts with one or more dots, that
card is called unique (•) or restricted (••, ••• etc.). The dots indicate the maximum number of
cards with that title that may be on table at one time. (There is no limit to the number of copies
of each card that may be in your game deck.) If a unique (•) card leaves the table, another copy
of that card may be deployed later.
Cards with a diamond (◊) symbol work in a similar manner, although the limit applies per
system. Thus, a generic site such as ◊Forest may occur on a number of different planets but is
limited to one copy per planet.
4. Battle Phase —
A battle is a conflict you initiate during your battle phase in an attempt to deplete your
opponent’s Life Force. Battle can occur at a location only if both players occupy that location with
total ability of 1 or more. Weapons are not required to initiate a battle; weapons simply allow you
to target specific characters, vehicles, starships etc. You may battle more than once during this
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phase (but not more than once per turn at the same location). Each of your characters, vehicles
and starships may battle only once per turn. Other cards such as devices, artillery weapons and
effects may be used in more than one battle per turn.
You must use 1 Force to initiate each battle. Just after its initiation, your opponent may be
able to ‘react’ by moving or deploying cards to the battle location, if your opponent has a card
that allows this (additional details on ‘reacts’ are provided in the Glossary).
After any ‘reacts’ are completed, the battle has three segments that must occur in
sequence: weapons segment, power segment and damage segment. (Conceptually, the entire battle is
happening simultaneously, although for game purposes the individual steps are carried out
sequentially.)
Weapons segment — Any weapons involved in the battle may be fired one at a time,
beginning with the player who initiated the battle and then alternating between the players. Each
weapon describes how it works, including the kinds of cards it may target, the Force required to
fire it, the destiny draw (see sidebar) required for success and, if successful, the consequences for
the target. Generally, a weapon must be present with its target to be fired (for example,
character weapons may not fire into or out of a starship or a vehicle which is labeled ‘enclosed’).
Most weapons specify that they ‘hit’ their target when successful. Any ‘hit’ cards are turned
sideways, but they still participate in the battle. For example, a card that is ‘hit’ can still fire its
own weapon, if it has one. (Later on during the damage segment, all ‘hit’ cards will have to be
forfeited to their owners’ Lost Piles, regardless of who wins the battle.)
During the weapons segment, other things may happen in place of firing a weapon (e.g.,
playing an Interrupt card; see sidebar). Once both players finish firing weapons and playing
cards, the weapons segment ends.

Drawing destiny — Most cards have a number in the top
right corner. This is that card’s “destiny number” and
represents the element of fate or chance in the game.
Whenever you are required to “draw destiny,” take the
top card from your Reserve Deck, reveal its destiny
number to both players, and then place it face down
on top of your Used Pile. If a card has no destiny
number (such as a location), its destiny value is zero.
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Power segment — To determine who wins the battle, add up the total power you have
participating in the battle; your opponent does likewise.
• At a system (or sector), add the power of each of your piloted starship cards.
• At a site, add the power of each of your vehicle cards, and of each of your character
cards (except those aboard starships and ‘enclosed’ vehicles).
Don’t forget that your ‘hit’ cards still get to add to total power. (After you’ve played a
few games, see battle — power segment in the Glossary for details on how you can draw
battle destiny to increase your total power.)
Damage segment — In this segment, players typically lose cards because of three
Interrupt cards — An interrupt is a
surprise that may occur during
factors: weapon ‘hits,’ attrition and battle damage. (For your first few games, just count
any phase, even during your
weapon ‘hits’ and battle damage; then see battle — power segment in the Glossary to
opponent’s turn. Interrupts
typically have a temporary
learn how attrition can help you battle more effectively. Attrition is probably the most
impact on the game. To play
complicated concept in the Star Wars Customizable Card Game for new players, so get
one, say, “Interrupt!” and reveal
the card from your hand. If an
comfortable with other aspects of the game before learning about attrition.)
interrupt does not list a cost in
Weapon ‘hits’ — Cards ‘hit’ during the weapons segment must be forfeited (lost) during its game text, it plays for free.
There are two basic kinds of
the damage segment. Forfeiting a card causes everything on that card to be lost as well.
interrupts: Used and Lost. After
you play a ‘used’ interrupt, it is
Exception: characters aboard a creature vehicle may “jump off” (disembark).
placed face down on top of
Battle damage — Unlike weapon ‘hits,’ battle damage applies only to the player who lost your Used Pile; after you play a
‘lost’ interrupt, it is placed face
the battle. The loser’s battle damage is equal to the difference
up on top of your Lost Pile.
between the winner’s total power and the loser’s total power in the battle. For example, if
If an interrupt card has one or
dots in its title, the
your opponent’s total was 11 and yours was 7, you suffer battle damage of 4. You can satisfy more
number of dots indicates the
your battle damage in either or both of two ways: by forfeiting cards that participated in the maximum number of copies of
that interrupt which may be
battle, and by losing Force.
played each turn.
Each character, vehicle and starship you forfeit satisfies battle damage up to its forfeit
value (listed on the card in a small black box). This is true even for cards you forfeited because
of weapon ‘hits.’
Unlike weapon ‘hits,’ battle damage may also be satisfied by losing Force from your hand
and/or Life Force. Each card lost satisfies 1 unit of battle damage. You may select which
cards to lose from your hand, but if you choose to lose cards from your Life Force they must
come from the top of your Force Pile, Used Pile and/or Reserve Deck. To satisfy your battle
damage, you may use any combination of forfeiture and losing Force.
Sometimes you will forfeit cards with a total forfeit value in excess of your battle
damage. For example, if your battle damage is 4 but your only card that participated in the
battle has a forfeit value of 6, to satisfy your battle damage you will have to either forfeit
that card or lose 4 Force from hand or Life Force.
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You may forfeit your cards in any sequence, but the order you choose sometimes has
strategic importance. After both players have met all requirements of the damage phase, such as
weapon ‘hits’ and battle damage, the battle ends.
5. Move Phase —
In this phase you may move any or all of your characters, vehicles and starships from
location to location.
Characters and Vehicles — Your characters and vehicles move in five basic ways:
Landspeed — Each vehicle or character may use 1 Force to move from one site to another
related site. The card’s landspeed indicates the maximum distance the card may travel,
measured in sites (1 site = 1 unit of landspeed). (Characters have landspeed of 1. Vehicles have
landspeed as indicated on each card, but must have a driver or pilot aboard to move.) Vehicles
may move only to exterior sites, but they can carry any number of characters (capacity
permitting) for that use of 1 Force.
Shuttling — A character or vehicle may be shuttled (by the symbolic use of dedicated
shuttles, which are assumed to be aboard every capital starship) from an exterior site to a
capital starship with ship-docking capability at the related system (or vice versa) for 1 Force.
Shuttling is not allowed to or from a starfighter.
Transferring — Any number of characters and vehicles may be transferred (by the symbolic
docking of two starships or use of dedicated shuttles) from one starship to another at the same
system (or sector) for 1 Force if at least one of those starships (even if a starfighter) is piloted
and has ship-docking capability.
Docking bay transit — You may relocate any or all of your characters and vehicles as a group
from one docking bay to another docking bay (by the symbolic use of independent starships for
hire) for an expenditure of Force as listed on the docking bay card.
Embarking and disembarking — Your characters and vehicles may ‘embark’ on and ‘disembark’
from your vehicles and starfighters for free when at the same site.
Vehicles must have a driver or pilot to use landspeed, embarking or disembarking. Vehicles
do not need drivers or pilots to be shuttled or transferred, or to use docking bay transit.
Starships — Your capital starships and starfighters move in three basic ways:
Hyperspeed — Each piloted starship may use 1 Force to move from one system to another
system. The starship’s hyperspeed indicates the maximum distance the starship may travel,
measured in parsecs (1 parsec = 1 unit of hyperspeed). The parsec distance between two
systems is determined by subtracting the lower parsec number from the higher. (It is not
necessary for the parsec numbers “in between” to be on table; for example, a starship with
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hyperspeed of 3 may move from a planet at parsec 5 to a planet at parsec 8, even if no
systems with parsec numbers 6 and 7 happen to be on table.)
To use its hyperspeed, a starship also needs a nav computer. This may be provided by a
permanent nav computer icon on the starship itself, or by a passenger (typically an
astromech droid) which has a nav computer icon.
Landing and taking off — A piloted starfighter at a system location may land at any related
exterior site. Similarly, a piloted starfighter at an exterior site may take off to the related
system. (TIEs require docking bay facilities and thus may not land or take off at exterior
sites other than docking bays.) Landing or taking off requires 1 Force, but is free at a
docking bay. Landing and taking off do not require a nav computer.
A landed starfighter has no landspeed, power or maneuver. It may not utilize game text
(except game text relating to occupant capacity or permanent pilots), normal starship weapons
or any cards which would logically require the starfighter to be moving.
Embarking and disembarking — Your starfighters may embark on and disembark from your
capital starships with starfighter capacity for free when at the same system (or sector).
Number of moves per turn — Landspeed, docking bay transit, shuttling, hyperspeed,
landing and taking off are mutually exclusive; each card may make only one of those moves per
turn. Transferring, embarking and disembarking are unlimited and may be performed any number
of times per turn.
Occupants of Vehicles and Starships — Characters aboard a vehicle or starship fall
into three categories: pilots, drivers and passengers. Indicate which characters are aboard a
vehicle or starship by placing them underneath that card. You may designate which characters
are acting as pilots or drivers at any time during your deploy phase or move phase.
Pilots — A starship, combat vehicle or shuttle vehicle must be piloted (by a character pilot or
a permanent pilot) to move or to use its power or maneuver. Any pilots aboard a starship or
vehicle in excess of its pilot capacity are passengers and thus do not pilot the starship or vehicle.
Drivers — A transport vehicle must have a driver aboard to move or to use its power or
maneuver. (A creature vehicle, e.g. a bantha, has ability and thus does not require a driver.)
Typically, the driver must be a character with ability. If more than one character is aboard, you
must designate which one is driving.
Passengers — Passengers are any characters aboard a starship or vehicle who are not acting
as a pilot or driver of that starship or vehicle. The passengers aboard a creature vehicle are
sometimes referred to as ‘riders.’
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6. Draw Phase —
In this phase you may replenish your hand. If you have cards left in your Force Pile, you
may draw any number of them into your hand, one at a time. (There is no limit to the number of
cards you may have in your hand.) You will often want to leave some cards in your Force Pile to
use during your opponent’s turn (say, to fire your weapons) or to save up to deploy a card with a
high deploy cost on one of your later turns.
Ending Your Turn — When you have finished all six phases, announce to your opponent,
“The Force is with you!” Both players then re-circulate their Used Piles by placing them beneath
the appropriate Reserve Deck. (If you forget, your opponent may insist that you re-circulate.)
During subsequent turns, these cards will work their way back to the top of your Reserve Deck
to be activated again.
After you finish your turn, your opponent takes a complete turn of six phases, then you take
another one and so on.
Winning the Game —
If at any time your opponent’s entire Life Force — Reserve Deck, Force Pile and Used Pile —
is depleted, you win the game!
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STAR WARS ™ CUSTOMIZABLE CARD GAME™
ICON GUIDE
CARD TYPES

LOCATION FEATURES

character—Rebel

pilot (Light)

planet

character—Imperial

pilot (Dark)

space

character—alien

warrior

mobile

character—droid

nav computer

interior

character–Jedi
Master (Light)
character–Jedi
Master (Dark)

permanent weapon

exterior

creature
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SKILLS ETC.

underground
EXPANSION SETS

Force (Light)

vehicle

A New Hope

Force (Dark)

starship

Hoth

creature site

weapon

Dagobah

vehicle site

device

Cloud City

starship site

Interrupt

Jabba’s Palace

Effect

Special Edition

Epic Event

Endor

selective creature

Objective

Death Star II

independent starship

Jedi Test

premium

Scomp link

OTHER FEATURES
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